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From the #1 best selling author of A Sister's Gift; if you like Jodi Picoult, you will love this book.

A modern-day Romeo and Juliet with a twist, set over five days at Christmas.

18-yr old Rose’s life is devastated - as sole carer for her disabled father, her own dreams of pursuing a career
or finding love are fast fading. In desperation, Rose borrows from pagan knowledge and casts a spell.

22-yr old Lawrence has been working as a paramedic in war-torn Sri Lanka. Compelled to return home, he’s
suddenly a man on the run. Lawrence ends up sheltering near Rose’s family farm in Kent.

When a fierce snowstorm traps Rose in the same isolated ruin for 48 hours, the two meet and fall in love -
the beguilingly gentle and handsome Lawrence is everything Rose has dreamed of but why does he keep
warning her away? It turns out that like Romeo and Juliet, their families are bitter enemies. Lawrence also
has a darker past and personally much more at stake than Rose knows.

As the thaw sets in, Rose is torn between a deep family loyalty to her father and her love for Lawrence.
When Lawrence makes one last-ditched attempt to put things right for the woman he loves, he faces both a
past - and a family - that threaten to destroy him. As the opportunity to pursue her own dreams suddenly
open up for Rose, she discovers just how far she is prepared to go to keep him.

PRAISE FOR FALLING FOR YOU: ‘Tender and compelling – guaranteed to keep you hooked till the very
last word.’
-Margaret Leroy

'Her best book yet.'
-The Sun

PRAISE FOR LITTLE MIRACLES: 'utterly heart-wrenching...have a box of tissues handy'
-News of the World

'This is a cracking read that will emotionally involve any parent ... Exploring the power and strength of love
the ending provides more surprise revelations than an episode of Trisha. A must read.'

'A Complex emotional tale that is both heartbreaking and uplifting'
-Closer

PRAISE FOR PANDORA'S BOX: 'This novel is a heartwarming, emotional take on a mother/daughter
relationship. I couldn't put it down.'
-Closer

'A bitter sweet tear-jerker' OK 'A compelling, tragic read, though full of surprises and love.'
-The Sun
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From reader reviews:

Alan Johnson:

Does one one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt when you find yourself in the book store?
Make an effort to pick one book that you find out the inside because don't evaluate book by its deal with may
doesn't work the following is difficult job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not since fantastic as
in the outside appear likes. Maybe you answer is usually Falling For You why because the amazing cover
that make you consider about the content will not disappoint you actually. The inside or content is definitely
fantastic as the outside or perhaps cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly make suggestions to pick up
this book.

Virginia Glass:

Many people spending their time frame by playing outside with friends, fun activity having family or just
watching TV all day every day. You can have new activity to shell out your whole day by examining a book.
Ugh, do you consider reading a book will surely hard because you have to use the book everywhere? It
alright you can have the e-book, bringing everywhere you want in your Smart phone. Like Falling For You
which is finding the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's observe.

James Robicheaux:

On this era which is the greater individual or who has ability to do something more are more precious than
other. Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you must do is just
spending your time little but quite enough to possess a look at some books. Among the books in the top
checklist in your reading list is definitely Falling For You. This book which can be qualified as The Hungry
Hills can get you closer in turning into precious person. By looking upwards and review this reserve you can
get many advantages.

Minerva Garrison:

That e-book can make you to feel relax. This book Falling For You was vibrant and of course has pictures on
there. As we know that book Falling For You has many kinds or category. Start from kids until young adults.
For example Naruto or Detective Conan you can read and believe that you are the character on there.
Therefore not at all of book are usually make you bored, any it can make you feel happy, fun and rest. Try to
choose the best book for you personally and try to like reading which.
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